A training program for women prisoners to develop their skills in implementing a uniform that meets functional and aesthetic needs
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**Abstract:**

Training is a process of teaching and learning that enables individuals within the community to master professions and different trades and adapt to the society in which the individual lives, and the importance of training is due to the skill acquired by the individual as it is the acquired ability that enables the learner to accomplish various tasks efficiently and proficiently in the least possible time and with the least effort. And training is a set of organized activities to provide knowledge and skills to the trainees, so that they can assimilate concepts, reconfigure behavior and apply learning to different situations with increasing efficiency to achieve the desired results. Training focuses on giving the trainees the skills and knowledge they need to do their work, and to develop the hand skills of the learner. Following the correct scientific methods in imparting the skill that works to develop the capabilities of the learner in the field in which he wants to acquire the skill in, and the training programs are considered among the most important that are presented to individuals within the various institutions, including prisons, which aim to improve the information and skills of individuals inside the prison, and with attention to health care for female prisoners. They must also provide training programs that work to develop their skills in various fields, and Among them is a training program for women prisoners to develop their skills in implementing a uniform that meets functional and aesthetic needs. **Research Queries:** How can the effect of the training program be measured on developing the skills of female prisoners in the clothing industry? What is the possibility of developing the capabilities of women prisoners in implementing a uniform that meets their functional and aesthetic needs? How to implement a uniform for female prisoners that meets the general standards of safety, security, and decency? What is how to implement a uniform for female prisoners that has good control? **Objectives:** Measuring the effect of the training program on developing the skills of female prisoners in the field of clothing industry. Developing the capabilities of women prisoners in implementing a uniform that meets their functional and aesthetic needs. Implementing a uniform for female prisoners that meets general standards of safety, security and decency. Implementing a uniform for female prisoners that meets good discipline. **Methodology:** Descriptive and analytical approach: to describe and analyze the literature related to the problem and the theoretical framework of the research. **Results:** There is a statistically significant difference between the average of the two applications, tribal and post, to survey female prisoners’ opinion about the training program - in favor of the post application, where the value of “was (34.151), which is a statistically significant value at the level of 0.05 at a degree of freedom. (20) There are differences between the samples proposed for the implementation of a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in achieving the extent of acceptance of the samples executed as clothes for female prisoners according to the opinions of specialists, as it was found that the best samples proposed for the implementation of a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in achieving the extent of acceptance of the samples executed as clothes for female prisoners is (the sample: No. 10), and the least suggested samples to implement a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in achieving the extent of acceptance of samples executed as clothes for female prisoners is (sample: No. 18), and the results indicate that the lowest quality factor is (88.33) while the highest quality factor is (97.50). There are no statistically significant differences between the evaluation of the proposed samples for the implementation of a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in the extent to which the uniforms implement the general standards of security, safety and modesty for female prisoners, according to the opinions of specialists. The results indicate that the lowest quality factor is (94.17) while the highest quality factor is (97.50), as the best samples proposed for the implementation of a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in achieving the uniforms that implement the general standards of security, safety and modesty for female prisoners are (sample: 7, 9, 20, 21), and the least suggested samples for implementing a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in terms of the extent to which the outfit fulfills the general standards of security, safety and modesty for female prisoners is Sample: No. 16. There are statistically significant differences between the evaluation of the proposed samples for the implementation of a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in the extent to which the product achieves good control of female prisoners' clothes according to the opinions of specialists. The results indicate that the lowest quality factor is (85.00) while the highest quality factor is (90.00), as the best samples proposed for the implementation of a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in achieving the product's good control of female prisoners' clothes are (sample: No. 21), and the least suggested samples for the implementation of uniforms. A uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in the extent to which the product achieves good control over the clothes of female prisoners (sample: No. 13). There are differences between the samples proposed for the implementation of a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in achieving the evaluation aspects (as a whole) according to the opinions of specialists, as the value of (P) was (0.899), which is a statistically significant value, as the best samples proposed for the implementation of a uniform that meets the needs The functional and aesthetic aspects in achieving the
evaluation aspects (as a whole) are (sample: No. 10), and the least suggested samples for the implementation of a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs in achieving the evaluation aspects (as a whole) are (sample: No. 18). There are statistically significant differences between the axes of the proposed samples to implement a uniform that meets the functional and aesthetic needs according to the opinions of specialists. This can be explained by the fact that there are differences between the skills of female prisoners and the uniforms that work on the existence of differences between the three axes of the questionnaire, which confirm the effectiveness of the training program.
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